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April 15, 2021
Acknowledged as a Leader Based on Highest Scores in Current Offering and Strategy Categories and Second Highest Score in Market Presence
Category
VANCOUVER, Wash.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Apr. 15, 2021-- ZoomInfo (NASDAQ: ZI), a global leader in go-to-market intelligence solutions, today
announced that the ZoomInfo platform has been named a Leader by Forrester Research in The Forrester Wave™: B2B Marketing Data Providers, Q2
2021. The report evaluated 11 providers based on 24 criteria across three categories: current offering, strategy, and market presence.
In the evaluation, ZoomInfo received the highest possible scores in data acquisition and processing; data security and privacy; integrations, APIs, and
applications; sales support; go-to-market (within the strategy category); solution packaging and pricing; and product roadmap and vision.
“We’re incredibly proud to be named a Leader in The Forrester Wave™: B2B Marketing Data Providers, Q2 2021,” said Henry Schuck, ZoomInfo
Founder and CEO. “Companies of all sizes rely on ZoomInfo’s powerful B2B intelligence to identify, engage, and close business more efficiently and
effectively. We believe Forrester’s evaluation of ZoomInfo as a Leader further validates our commitment to delivering a comprehensive and expansive
go-to-market solution for our customers.”
According to the Forrester report, “Since our evaluation of this market in 2018, ZoomInfo has transformed its business and continues to expand
aggressively. DiscoverOrg bought ZoomInfo in 2019, taking on the acquired company’s brand, and has bolstered its capabilities with acquisitions such
as EverString to extend the breadth of its company and contact data and Clickagy to add its proprietary source of behavioral/intent data.”
The report states: “ZoomInfo reference customers expressed very high satisfaction not only with the company’s traditionally strong contact data but
also with its company data.” It notes that “ZoomInfo is a best fit for organizations looking for a comprehensive data solution with an expanding array of
complementary applications built on a shared data foundation.”
For more information, download a free copy of the full report.
To learn more about how ZoomInfo helps marketing teams find and convert ideal customers, please visit ZoomInfo’s marketing solutions page.
About ZoomInfo
ZoomInfo (NASDAQ: ZI) is a Go-To-Market Intelligence Solution for more than 20,000 companies worldwide. The ZoomInfo platform empowers
business-to-business sales, marketing, and recruiting professionals to hit their number by pairing best-in-class technology with unrivaled data
coverage, accuracy, and depth of company and contact information. With integrations embedded into workflows and technology stacks, including the
leading CRM, Sales Engagement, Marketing Automation, and Talent Management applications, ZoomInfo drives more predictable, accelerated, and
sustainable growth for its customers. ZoomInfo emphasizes GDPR and CCPA compliance. In addition to creating the industry’s first proactive notice
program, the company is a registered data broker with the states of California and Vermont. Read about ZoomInfo’s commitment to compliance,
privacy, and security. For more information about our leading Go-To-Market Intelligence Solution, and how it helps sales, marketing, and recruiting
professionals, please visit www.zoominfo.com.
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